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ABSTRACT

In this article we introduce the ICTP-International Centre for Theoretical Physics's

prototype for a "One-Shot World-Wide Preprints Search" on the Web. This is a new

centralized interface for a global search throughout the most popular scientific preprint

repositories. Herein, we briefly discuss our experience with the implementation of this

service and propose it as a possible alternative solution to the problem of getting access

to the information without being either overloaded with lots of new documents or not

being informed at all.
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Too Much or Too Little Information - Equally
Useless?

Due to the long period of time required for refereeing and publishing processes (about six

months or more), the distribution of scientific information prior to publication (preprints)

plays a crucial role in enhancing the birth of new ideas, the dissemination of information

and the advance of science.

Before the Internet age, the existence of a particular scientific preprint was known only

to a limited number of Institutions and/or people. At that time hard copies of preprints

were usually sent (upon request) by the authors to Libraries, Faculties, etc. This process

of distribution was slow because the material was sent as "printed matter" to reduce

despatching costs. Besides, research centers of excellence did periodically publicize their

scientific achievements by donating their in-house scientific preprints to a limited number

of Institutions from developing countries (counting, even today, for only 2% of the total

scientific use and production [1]).

With the passing of time, things started to change, as the number of interested sci-

entists requesting information increased (in the industrialized countries) and the local

budgets started to decrease due to a world-wide economical recession. New technology

and the open market implied a cut of grants and money to be spent on scientific publish-

ing, subscriptions to journals, etc. For example, between 1982 and 1992, a group of US

research libraries cancelled 5.7% of the total of subscriptions (for details see [i]).

Since 1991, on the other hand, the distribution of scientific preprints has become

accessible and "free of charge" through the Internet. Paul Ginsparg, a theoretical particle

physicist at LANL-Los Alamos National Laboratory, started a revolution on electronic

scientific publishing [2] where the electronic versions of preprints -including equations,

figures, tables, etc. - is now made available via computers. The situation has since then

radically changed in a very short period of time.

The initial Ginsparg's idea was simple. Instead of maintaining an indiscriminate dis-

tribution of printed preprints, people wanting to publicize their preprints were asked to

send them to some public repository on the Internet. Then, everybody having access



to such preprint repositories could retrieve them with any of the many (public domain)

network tools. A simple on-line service by electronic mail made the whole system effective

and very easy to use.

Even if access to these preprint repositories was (and still is) possible with a variety of

tools like electronic mail, the ftp protocol, gopher, etc. nowadays a popular and convenient

procedure is to have access to the repository via the hypertextual network of the World

Wide Web (WWW). In addition to the enormous advantage in efficiency (drastic cuts

in mailing costs, fast delivery, etc.), this new system offers the unforeseen possibility of

rapid searches of related papers according to keywords, names, etc. In fact, it is sufficient

to "visit" the home page of a preprint repository like the one at LANL [3] to see the

possibility of searching in this preprint archive.

In our experience, this new revolutionary system for electronic publishing is starting

to show up two disadvantages. First, one must be aware of all new submissions that are

done every day. Second, the multiplication of sites will at some point drive users to longer

time delays and, eventually, saturation. In fact, these problems raise because the number

of repositories is increasing on different topics (ranging from condensed matter physics

[3] to economy [4]) and because such repositories are becoming decentralized (as most

institutions want to display their own scientific preprints [5]).

Receiving listings via electronic mail containing the new submissions on a daily ba-

sis can lead to an overload of information. Checking these listings is becoming rather

tedious, especially if one subscribes to more than one of these. On the other hand, due

to the multiplication of Web sites offering preprint collections, one also miss information

by not checking the repositories, and its archives, one by one. In each repository, one

might search through all its archives but to repeat the same search query (usually going

through different user interfaces) is equally tedious. This situation has certainly created

a new paradox. The transition from having too little scientific information at hand, as in

previous years to having, as at present, access to a huge amount of on-line information

(somewhere on the Internet) implies to lose part of the information in both cases.

These two facts (i.e. receiving listings and the multiplication of sites), when analyzed

in depth, reveal that the requester/user cannot be fully aware of all (or most) of the new



scientific production even if an easy access to the document source is possible today via

WWW, ftp, gopher or electronic mail.

A new tool that simplifies the researcher task when navigating from one Web repository

to another is needed. A unified interface to access the many on-line repositories that also

allows to perform a multiple search with a single on-line query form would be extremely

useful. To carry out this search, one has to find the set of sites relevant to a particular

field. Then one has to understand the particular syntax used for the queries in each such

site and finally everything has to be compacted and sent to the user who will receive the

results of the global search in one shot.

In this article we introduce the ICTP-International Centre for Theoretical Physics's

prototype for a "One-Shot World-Wide Preprints Search" on the Web. This is a new

centralized interface for a global search throughout the most popular scientific preprint

repositories. Herein, we briefly discuss our experience with the implementation of this

service and propose it as a possible alternative solution to the problem of getting access

to the information without being either overloaded with lots of new documents or not

being informed at all.

One-Shot World-Wide Preprints Search

Once the main stream of the preprints are on-line, many unforeseen possibilities become

possible. We are now witnessing the test of sophisticated archiving systems which are

able to create textual hyperlinks between the bibliography of one paper and the abstract

or even the text of the paper cited, provided they are all present in the archives.

The fast growth of multimedia capabilities of current software and hardware also make

it possible to store, in a preprint repository, material like large tables, pictures, movies or

even audio files that was not possible with other methods. The impression at the moment

is of a dynamical situation, where standards, needs and possibilities are rapidly changing.

A return to the old "printed matter" distribution would now be hard to accept after the

first experiment on electronic preprints by Ginsparg [2].

Starting April 1996, the ICTP (an international institution of research and high-level



training in physics and mathematics based in Trieste, Italy) is offering an alternative ex-

perimental Web service for a global lookup search throughout most of the on-line scientific

preprint repositories in the world. This can be sampled pointing the Web browser to:

http://www.ictp.trieste.it/indexes/preprints.html

A screen picture illustrating the "One-Shot" home page is presented in Figure 1.

After a successful global search, by selecting archives and years, the output containing

the preprints listings appears as in the example of Figure 2.

As can be seen from these figures, by using the ICTP's One-Shot World- Wide Preprints

Search it is no longer necessary to connect the WWW browser to each different preprint

repository every time one would like to search for a Title/Author. Best of all, this proto-

type multiplies the power of available search engines, like the one at CERN [6], by casting

the widest possible information "in one shot". It's like having a personal assistant who

will do the multiple search for you, bringing back the information you require from the

list containing {"click-able") links to the sources (if available at the remote repository).

In diagram (A) of Figure 3, the hierarchical location of the ICTP "One-Shot" robot

is presented. Therein, the "One-Shot" robot represents the "bridge" between the browser

and the different repositories, containing one or more archives. These, in turn, are subdi-

vided by years.

In diagram (B) of Figure 3, it is shown what actually happens when the "One-Shot"

robot is launched to search in the archives. After the user's query has been sent ("post")

with the click of a mouse to the ICTP Web server, the "One-Shot" robot sets the reposi-

tories (sequentially as requested) and sends a signal to check the connection ("ping") with

the external repository. If this connection is up (" alive") the robot then sets the query

according to the form used in that particular site and sends this query directly to the

repository (using the "http" protocol). Otherwise the robot signal returns to the ICTP

Web server and continues the ping process with the next preprint repository selected in an

iterative way. In order to avoid overloading the external server (s) with too many requests

at once, it has been necessary to include a 30 sec delay between each archive/year search

("sleep in"). After retrieving and collecting the answers at the ICTP Web server, these are

filtered from pictures, logos, etc., and then are passed back onto the browser in one-shot.



In this way the information retrieved is updated on-the-fly retaining all links to

the document sources as appearing in the remote preprint repositories. The "One-Shot"

robot then continues the global search passing on to another (alive) external repository

and repeats the above steps. But if in this process the maximum of 4 archives/3 years

has been reached (in order not to make the wait excessively long) then the "One-Shot"

robot ends the session.

A Precautionary Tale

The necessary computer scripts to automatically handle the requests have been written in-

house and some parts have been taken from the net. These scripts filter any link to other

Web pages, avoid heavy traffic resulting from picture loads and discard the possibility of

insufficiently long keyword searches to avoid downloading the complete remote repository

and reduce the traffic along the Internet.

In fact, in the design of the "One-Shot" protocol (see Figure 3) special care has been

taken to avoid overloading any of the repository servers by too many and frequent requests

that an automated engine might do (see, for example, the document "Robots Beware:

indiscriminate automated down-loads from this site are not permitted" [9]). Also imple-

mented in the "One-Shot" protocol is a delay mechanism to reach a particular repository

server.

These conditions necessarily imply a wait of a few minutes on-line while the computer

robot collects the information from the several remote repositories. The "One-Shot" robot

flies on the Internet upon every single request of the users.

Currently, the "One-Shot" robot search engine might sometimes be painfully slow.

But with the present resources it is the best that one can do. Traffic delays, due to low

band width in some sections of the Internet, have imposed us the above restrictions to

allow the situation to be tolerable. However, it is anticipated that this situation will

improve with the growing interest on the Web by commercial companies.

This delay, however, is compensated by getting up-to-date information. The "One-

Shot" robot retrieves data on-the-fly contrary to the (periodically updated) centralized

index of preprints collections such as the one at the Astronomical Software Directory
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Service (ASDS) [8]).

Thus, in its simplest form, the "One-Shot prototype service provides a comprehensive

search through the primary on-line scientific preprint repositories world-wide; provides

author and title searching, with the ability to limit the results by year (1991 to present).

Results are returned with click-able links to the full text if available from the remote

repository. It also provides an extremely useful set of links to the individual Web pages of

the preprint repositories and databases so that one can see at a glance what is available on-

line and choose the archive that either best covers the subject or offers the best networking

response from the researcher's search location. Some of the major archives it includes are:

LANL [3], SISSA [7], SLAC-SPIRES [10], CERN [6], WPA [4] and ICTP just to mention

a few.

In the first few months of trial, a few hundreds of users have tested the "One-Shot"

service and the feedback received has been very rewarding. Today, the number of Inter-

net's users is growing exponentially with time so one would expect the demand to increase

much more in the next months. The first steps given has been crucial to get acquainted

with all of this new technology.

Great Expectations

A suggestion given by one of us (EC) in 1994 at the one-day workshop on electronic

preprint distribution systems in Baltimore, Maryland, USA [11] was to follow as much

as possible the standards of the existing electronic preprint services and to be able to

search for any preprint anywhere on the Internet. These features are far from trivial to

implement even with today's advance Web. Such an "ideal" system should consider all

existing differences between available computer architectures and softwares as well as the

fact that there is an increase of preprint databases which should all be linked together to

satisfy most preprint search requirements. The problem is completely open as it is new.

Since this meeting some progress has been made along these lines [13].

We believe that the ICTP's "One-Shot World- Wide Preprints Search" is a step forward

in implementing the idea of interfacing as many repositories as possible. Technical capa-



bilities and challenges (information retrieval and delivery, revision control and security,

figures, images), better understanding of the requirements of libraries-scientific commu-

nities and users, review policies and legal issues (financial impact on journals, copyright,

editorial policies, intellectual property [12]) have become important topics of concern as

discussed in a recent French meeting at UNESCO HQs [13].

In this meeting Paul Ginsparg suggested that electronic publishing will replace paper

journals not by its electronic journals counterparts, but by on-line publications residing

at scientific institutions' (rather than at publishers) databases. A global search in such

diversity will then probably be a must! Other questions raised by Ginsparg included the

peer review formalism to be adopted, the uniformity of the various research databases,

the long-term archive integrity and, of course, indexing of the information.

It is important to keep in mind that in the mean term the concept of preprints may

vary completely from the way they stand today. This is because of the increasing inter-

est of most Scientific Societies to go on-line and thus cut considerably costs and time of

production. As the "One-Shot" experiment might become more popular, new features

could include the simultaneous search through the different repositories by sending simul-

taneous requests (and not one after the other) to thus reduce the total searching time.

Ideally, such global search could also start directly from the Web client using a Java-based

"One-Shot" search engine and not from the server as it happens at present (see Figure 3).

In the electronic realm, the production, distribution, archiving, duplication of research

information is more efficient and more cost-effective than on a paper medium. Free

network distribution (without direct financial remuneration) would be of benefit for both

authors and readers. Scholarly publication, in turn, should also be carried over under

such conditions. So there are (and will continue to be) " Winners and Losers in the Global

Research Village" [13]. But from the user's point of view, to find the information easily

(and, of course, quickly) is highly desirable.

We believe that until something better is proposed the "One-Shot World- Wide Preprints

Search" prototype at ICTP can be a valid starting point for having a simplified interface

for a global preprint searching as easy as a mouse click! When the links will get faster, this

class of global search engine will probably become even of more utility for the scientific
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communities.
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Figure captions

• Figure 1: Snapshot of the home page of the "One-Shot World-Wide Preprints

Search". URL: http://www.ictp.trieste.it/indexes/preprints.html

• Figure 2: Example of the "One-Shot" results listing.

• Figure 3: (A) Hierarchical location of the "One-Shot" robot, the browser and

preprint repositories. (B) "One-Shot" robot flow chart.
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One-Shot World-Wide Preprints Search

This is a prototype service for a global lookup search thoughout ALL on-line
scientific preprints repositories in the world !!!

For a search of published articles use: [ UnCover web ]

FOR A SIMPLE ONE-SHOT PREPRINT SEARCH FOLLOW THE 3 STEPS BELOW.

I . Give the searchable word (case-insensitive):

WW^^§0^9KK^K: [jSubmit Selection(s)[ /; Reset)

I I . Select year(s): dl996 dl995 L.1994 i 1993 L 1992 i 1991
(NOTE: Full years search period will occur in some Repositories)

III. Select Preprint archives: [ Eur$p_e.]{ HSA][teitr<ilia_]

VSA}[ Australia]

ICTP: International Centre for Theoretical Physics

|: in-house Preprints |! PAL: Preprints Archive List

CERN: European Laboratory for Particle Physics

j : Scanned Preprints j ; in-house Preprints

SJSSA: European Mirror of LANL
: | | .
! : astro-ph ; ̂ c o n d - m a t ! : funct-an

I i hep-ex j i hep-lat | : hep-ph

.gr-qc

. hep-th

1!

.•iiliiiii

F i g . l
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ICTP - International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy

One-Shot World-Wide Preprints Search
Suggestions/Comments to canessaa<gi>ktp.trieste.it

This is a prototype service for a global lookup search thoughout ALL on-line
scientific preprints repositories in the world !!!

• This search engine works "serially" through the various archives and the info retrieved is updated
on-the-fly -Be Patient. Searches may take a minute or two :-)

Searching: "canessa" Year(s): 1996 1995

: j SISSA (Trieste, Italy) Archive: "cond-mat"

| Year: 1996
• f!
: (•

• | 0 occurrences of: "canessa"
• i\

( Year: 1995
cond-mat/9503015 [ab_s, src, p_s]:

Title: STRUCTURAL TRANSITION MODELS FOR A CLASS OF IRREVERSIBLE
AGGREGATES
Author: E. Canessa
Comments: LaTeX file, 6 Figs upon request - to appear Molecular Physics Reports
Report-no: ICTP-Trieste, Italy IC/95/28

cond-mat/9510050 [ifes, sre, p_s]:

Title: Layer Features of the Lattice Gas Model for Self-Organized Criticality
Authors: M.C. Pesheva, J.G. Brankov, E. Canessa
Comments: LaTeX, figures upon request
Report-no: ICTP-IC/95/95

2 occurrences of: "canessa"

Fig.2
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(A)

ICTP Web Server: "One-Shot" Robot

Repository 1 Repository 2 Repository 3

CERN SPIRES

Robot Beware!
(authorized access only)

Robot Beware!
i (authorized access only)

Archive I Archive 1 Archive 1

Archive 2

Archive 1 r

Archive 2

( 1995 )

Archive 3

r ~
i

V
19... r

19...

Fig.3



(B)
Browser:

POST query

ICTP "One-Shot" robot

SL
SET repository

(sequentially as reauested)

PING repository
(check connection for 10 sec)

no
yes

SET query
(up to 4 archives & 3 years)

SEND query to repository

SLEEP IN
(30 sec delay between archives)

FILTER answer(s)
(from pictures, etc.)

SEND answer to Browser

SLEEP IN
(30 sec to exit from repository)

yes

maximum
4 archives &

3 years ?

end requested
repositories ?

External
Preprints

Repositories

no

yes

Fig.3
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